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My question:

How does a soda or a coffee effect on a flower and how would it change 
the flower's appearance?



My Ideas:
If an amount of sugar is bad for flowers than any type of 
juices and colas would not be good for the flowers and 

would die faster.
I predict this because

sugar can attract insects and harmful bacteria. But if you 
want to prolong the life of your flowers some water and a 

little bit of sugar and two tablespoons of white vinegar.



My Information:
Scientificamerican.com
mentioned that Citrus soda would help because the absorption 
of these nutrients encourages more rapid growth in the plant. I 
wonder how the flower will react to this liquid. 
GardenGuides.com said there are a number such as milk and 
citrus soda. What I read said that milk would work because the 
calcium helps the flowers grow just like milk would help us.
AskingGlot.com had on the reading page that green plant tea 
would help the flower grow because tea grounds help 
improve oxygenation.



The materials needed :
Four same types of flowers

Citrus soda
Coffee

Milk
Green tea



Variable :

To pour ½ of liquid in each flower.

Steps :
The fist step is to get the four flowers of the same 
kind.
Then you get the four liquids : citrus soda, milk 
,coffee and green tea.
Set the flowers on a plate and label the liquid of each 
flower on the plate.
Get a measuring cup and measure ½ of the liquid and 
pour it into the plant



Observations:
I think the flowers changed because they have something 
inside of them that makes them used to water.
The flowers that I put the squirt soda and
milk are dying much faster than the green tea and coffee

flowers. The smell effect that happens is that the squirt soda 
smells the worst the coffee smells simply like coffee the 
milk kind of smells like cheese and the green tea smells like 
a normal flower but the flower smells good.



Conclusion:
What I expected was that the flower with the 
milk would live longer because just like 
humans milk gives strength to your bones 
but it turns out I am wrong because the one 
that lived longest was the flower with the 
green tea because this liquid adds essential 
nutrients like potassium calcium magnesium 
and phosphorus to the potting soil.


